Financial Modelling for Mining Projects will give you the skills to efficiently model and analyse mining projects. With a focus on how project finance bankers, investors or external parties would analyse your project, this hands-on course covers must-know topics such as funding mechanics, operation analysis and investment metrics.

This powerful three-day course will give you a robust platform for in-depth analysis in the most sophisticated environments. You will learn to develop robust financial models that stand up to the scrutiny of any audience.

**WHAT YOU WILL TAKE AWAY FROM THIS COURSE**

- An industry-best financial model with essential applications for project analysis across diverse project categories
- SMART best practice methodology rules and techniques that you can apply immediately to your mining projects
- A masterful understanding of essential Excel functionality for professional financial modelling and powerful shortcuts
- Compelling insights from recent market examples, group discussions and interactive workshops

**IS THIS PROGRAMME FOR YOU?**

Yes, if you need to build, review or analyse project finance models within the mining sector. Typical attendees include analysts, managers, senior managers, associate directors, advisors, financiers and CFOs from project companies.

Find full course details and easy online registration at www.corality.com/training
Corality’s Financial Modelling for Mining Projects was a great course and I thoroughly recommend it to others. I liked that it made modelling not such a daunting task. The trainer was personable and answered questions very well.

Andrew Mirco
Analyst, Paladin Energy

WHAT IS SMART FINANCIAL MODELLING?
SMART financial models enable smart decisions, giving you confidence when it counts. Our best practice methodology is an exceptionally powerful platform for financial forecasting and scenario analysis, built upon guiding rules to create consistency, transparency and flexibility.

SMART Guidelines
Ten principles for effective financial modelling

Download 10 SMART Guidelines at:
www.corality.com/smart-guidelines

About Corality Training Academy
The Corality Training Academy assists organisations in implementing a standardised approach to Excel and financial modelling. Through our public and in-house courses, we share the knowledge and dedication that has made us a global authority on best practice financial modelling – an approach relied upon by over 4,000 people worldwide.

About Corality Financial Group
Corality Financial Group is dedicated to exceptional financial modelling. With experience engaging clients in over 40 countries, our world-class service delivers confidence when it counts, through leading consulting practices, exceptional analytical capabilities and industry-specific experience.

For more information about Corality, visit www.corality.com/training